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Overview
About the Release Notes
The Release Notes are a comprehensive user guide for the latest release of Mambu. The Mambu
Release Notes give you everything you need to get up and running with the new features and
enhancements in the latest release.
What’s Included in the Release Notes
For every new major enhancement, the Release Notes provide:
●
●
●

A high-level description of the functionality
Implementation tips to help you get started with setup and administration
Tips to help you maximize the benefits

Beyond the major new features, there may be additional enhancements or functional changes which
will be included along with a brief description.
Your Feedback Matters
We know how important the Release Notes, online help, and documentation are to your company's
success with Mambu. To continually improve the service we deliver to you, we want to know what
works and what doesn't. Let us know by contacting support@mambu.com or your account manager.
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1. Bug Fixes
[CUS-485] - Exception thrown when posting Client without ID Document expiry date
Mambu experienced an internal error when creating a Client via APIs having an ID
Document template without expiry date (Valid Until left empty). This inconvenience has
now been fixed.

[CUS-374] - Custom Field "Usage" section greyed out and not clickable
Due to the fact that after editing a built-in Custom Field, the read-only settings for that
custom field lingered for the whole session, the fields from the “Availability” column appeared
greyed out and clicking on the checkboxes yield no results. Mambu has fixed this
inconvenience with this release.

[CUS-50] - Uploading the same file in 2 different tabs causes one invalid file upload
Uploading the same document file in two separate tabs ,for the same client, resulted in a
single file being saved and for the other one an error was returned. With this release Mambu
corrected the situation and now both files are successfully saved.

[ADM-225] - Query restriction from UI is accidentally applied to cron jobs during late
organization jobs
This fix ensures that cron jobs will run as expected, even in the case when queries for some
indicators might take more time than expected given a high data load.
[ADM-186] - Taxes expected/due are not displayed in Schedule for imported loan
accounts
This fix ensures taxes expected/due will be shown on Schedule after the import loan is done
and successful. For imported transaction Taxes, info will now be displayed in View details.

[ADM-38] - Resetting Data fails at rescheduled and refinanced Loan Accounts
When creating a new client and a new loan account for the client, if after disbursement the
loan was rescheduled, an error occurred in the UI if trying to reset all data. After this fix, data
is successfully reset in the above scenario.
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[NEO-394] - Fix USEast1 Production environment deployment problem
In V5 Mambu added a new feature for Credit Arrangement states. With this feature, we’ve
ran a migration script in order to update the existing Credit Arrangements with their state and
approved date. For some tenants we had some performance problems with this migration
script, which were fixed in this minor release

Production release date: Friday, 19 of January, 2018
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